SYNCHROS E30

On-ear headphones with legendary sound, a superior fit and advanced styling

Next generation, on-ear headphones feature JBL’s expansive, legendary
sound, mobile-friendly controls and advanced styling.
The Synchros E30 delivers distinctive, bold sound: 30mm drivers with PureBass performance
takes your music to the next level, with an expansive frequency response and bass you can
feel. Its lightweight headband and head-conforming ergonomics blend styling with longlasting comfort and an expert fit. The head-turning styling of this new generation headphone
is evident in the choice of five vibrant colors and its distinctive 3-D swivel hinges with
aluminum accents.

Features
	Powerful 30mm drivers deliver legendary
JBL sound with bass you can feel
Distinctive styling and design in a rainbow
of vibrant color combinations
Detachable, one-button universal remote/
microphone complements smart devices
Lightweight construction and ergonomic
headband with self-adjusting ear-cups for
an unforgettable fit

SYNCHROS E30

On-ear headphones with legendary sound, a superior fit and advanced styling

Powerful 30mm drivers deliver legendary JBL sound with bass you can feel
Discover rich, distortion-free sound, wide frequency response and enhanced audio quality from
powerful 30mm drivers with PureBass performance.
Distinctive styling and design in a rainbow of vibrant color combinations
Command attention with cutting-edge design characteristics including 3D swivel hinges,
aluminum accents, five vibrant color choices and plush leatherette ear-cup cushions.
Detachable, one-button universal remote/microphone complements every device
Portable JBL Synchros E30s forge the perfect partnership with your choice of device – both from
a sound quality perspective and a functional one. Lightweight and stylish, you can fly between
phone calls, music and back without ever skipping a beat – all with the push of a button.
Lightweight construction and ergonomically-styled headband for an unforgettable fit
It’s all about eye-catching comfort and overall quality: its head-hugging, ergonomically-fashioned
headband, soft, ear-cup cushions and lightweight construction makes wearing the E30 effortless.

What’s in the box:
1 JBL Synchros E30 on-ear headphones
1 Detachable cable with inline remote/
microphone button
1 Safety sheet
1 Quick-start Guide

Technical Specifications:
Driver: 30mm
Freq: 10 – 22kHz
Impedance: 32 ohms
Maximum SPL: 114dB @ 30mW
Rated power input: 30mW
Connections: 3.5mm jack
Weight: .15KG
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